Cell motility is an essential process involved in a large variety of biological phenomena. Different molecules and pathways have been linked to cell migration but very little is known about how they are integrated in time and space to regulate the motility process. 1 It is well established that in motile cells the Rac1 GTPase drives the formation of the actin polymerization network at front protrusions by interacting with its effectors, such as the pentameric Wave complex and the Pak1 kinase. 2 Other works, including those of our laboratory, had identified a
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The necessity of Rac1 GDP/GTP flux Maria Carla Parrini and Jacques Camonis Institut Curie -Centre de Recherche; Inserm U830; Paris, France role for the RalB GTPase in regulation of cell motility, via its downstream effector, the octameric exocyst complex. [3] [4] [5] In our recent study 6 we report a first physical and functional link connecting the actions of RalB and Rac1. We showed that the Ral-effector exocyst directly binds to a negative regulator of Rac1: the SH3BP1 protein. SH3BP1 belongs to the RhoGAP (GTPase Activating Protein) family; 7 it catalyzes the hydrolysis of Rac1-bound GTP to GDP, leading to inactive GDP-bound Rac1 conformation. We propose that the exocyst acts as a "molecular taxi" which participates in the transport and recruitment of SH3BP1 to the front of motile cells. We found that SH3BP1 localizes at the leading edge and regulates cell motility by downregulating Rac1 specifically at this cellular location. Interfering with this spatial Rac1 regulation, by depleting SH3BP1 using RNA interference or by expressing the constitutively active Rac1 G12V mutant, had a dramatic impact on the cells, inducing "anarchic" protrusions and consequently inefficient motility.
Our work indicates that Rac1 inactivation at the leading edge is necessary for cell migration. On the other hand, it is well known that, for a cell to move, Rac1 needs to be activated at the same cellular location by GEF (Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor) proteins which catalyzes the exchange of the GDP to GTP. 7 The necessity of both Rac1 activation and Rac1 inactivation for motility implies that a continuous Rac1 GDP/GTP cycling occurs at the leading front. These findings support the concept that Rho-family GTPases are more complex than simple ©2 0 1 1 L a n d e s B i o s c i e n c e .
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www.landesbioscience.com Communicative & Integrative Biology 773 artICLe aDDeNDum particular, the formation, maturation or disassembly of new adhesions is accompanied by signaling cascades that may affect the activity and/or the localization of these GEF/GAP regulators; for example, the GEF βPix is part of a trimeric complex, the PIX-PAK-GIT complex, which, via the GIT component, directly interacts with paxillin at focal adhesion sites. 16 A third group of Rac regulators, the GDIs (Guanine Nucleotide Dissociation Inhibitors), is also involved in the local control of active Rac1 concentration via quite complex mechanisms. [17] [18] [19] It is tempting to further speculate that the Rac1 GTPase flux may participate in the regulation of the motility periodic processes, such as the turnover of focal adhesions or the protrusion-retraction cycles occurring at the leading edges. 20, 21 However, by using a novel photo-activatable Rac1 construct, 22 it was shown that not-cycling GTP-locked Rac1 can drive cell motility if its activity (i.e., capacity to bind effectors) is locally unmasked by the light; this was observed both with cultured isolated cells 22 and with entire group of cells (the border cells) in the Drosophila ovary. 23 This means that the spatial control of Rac1-GTP interactions with its effectors is sufficient to artificially direct cell movements, but our data indicate that physiological and efficient motility requires a fine spatio-temporal tuning of the GDP/GTP cycle of Rac1.
Many more questions are still pending. Kinetically, we have no clue on the speed of the GDP/GTP cycling of Rac1 during motility, the same is true for RhoA in cytokinesis; theoretically, the kinetic parameters could be measured by using FRET-based biosensors of the same type we used in our work, but this would require single-molecule resolution, which is technically challenging. Biochemically, we are far from understanding how the four groups of partners (GEFs, effectors, GDIs and GAPs) can rapidly alternate and integrate their respective interactions with the GTPase; the GDP/GTP flux is likely dictated by a complex and dynamic balance of various factors, including local concentrations, steric hindrance and competition effects. Functionally, we still do not know why the GTPase flux is so crucial for the action of Rho GTPases in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, elegant genetics studies showed that Cdc42p cycling is critical for cell polarization 12, 13 and cell fusion. 14 Regarding RhoA, the GAP activity of MgcRacGAP (member of the RhoGAP family) was reported to be necessary both at early steps and throughout the cytokinesis for the spatiotemporal regulation of this GTPase. 15 This last work disproved the assumption that RhoA is sequentially switched ON (by GEFs) early in cytokinesis and then switched OFF (by GAPs) to disassemble the cytokinesis apparatus. The authors proposed instead that GEFs (e.g., Ect2) and GAPs (e.g., MgcRacGAP) act simultaneously, so that RhoA undergoes a rapid "flux" through the GTPase cycle during the entire duration of the cytokinesis process. The authors also anticipated that GTPase flux may drive other actomyosin dynamic activities. 15 In the same line, our own work showed that the GAP activity of SH3BP1 is necessary for the spatiotemporal regulation of Rac1 throughout motility, supporting the notion of a general GTPase flux model for Rho-family GTPases. We can now view the regulation of cell motility under a new perspective: in motile cells Rac1 proteins are constantly cycling through the actions of GEFs (putatively βPix, Dock3, Asef, Tiam1) and the GAP SH3BP1; the balance between GDP-loaded and GTPloaded Rac1 molecules can be shifted in both directions by modulation of both GEF and GAP activities, in a spatially and temporally controlled manner. In "ON-OFF switches" which execute their biological functions only when locked in the "ON" GTP-bound state. 8 Indeed, it is well established and widely accepted that for the prototype Ras proteins (H-, N-, K-Ras) the GTP-loading suffices for their biological activities, i.e., binding to effectors and stimulation of down-stream signaling pathways. Accordingly, mutations that lock Ras in the GTP-bound state and constitutively activate oncogenic pathways are commonly found in human cancers. 9 However, a variety of evidence suggested that other small GTPases, particularly those of the Rho family (Rho/Rac/Cdc42), require a continuous GDP/GTP cycling in order to perform their functions. In other words, GTP-loading is still necessary for binding to effectors, but is not sufficient per se for efficient execution of the Rho/Rac/ Cdc42-controlled biological processes which are mainly related to actin cytoskeleton reorganization. Thus, the Ras paradigm does not hold for Rho-family GTPases (Fig. 1) .
Concerning the Cdc42 protein, several findings pointed out the importance of GTP hydrolysis and GDP/GTP cycling for its biological activities: expression of the fast-cycling F28L mutant, but not that of the GTPase-deficient Q61L, induced cellular transformation; 10 modulation of cell proliferation and transformation could be achieved by biochemical manipulations of Cdc42 ability to oscillate with the proper frequency between its GTP-bound and GDP-bound forms; 11 in actin cytoskeleton remodeling. It could be a mechanism to quickly shift the GDP/ GTP state equilibrium and transiently generate spatially-constrained bursts of GTPase-dependent signals. Alternatively, the oscillation between GDP and GTP forms could insure the shuttle of the GTPase between different cellular localizations or different binding partners. All these questions need to be addressed in the future to better characterize the properties and the relevance of the GTPase flux of Rho-family GTPases.
